Gabi's
CREEPY CRAWLY
Super Buggy
Morning Explorer Jobs

- Get dressed
- Put on shoes
- Brush teeth
- Put on deodorant
- Brush hair
Get dressed
Put on shoes
Brush teeth
Brush hair
Make bed
Before I go to school did I remember to...

- [ ] Take my medicine? (Gabi)
- [ ] Put my folder in my backpack?
- [ ] Put my lunch in my backpack?
- [ ] Put on a jacket?
- [ ] Take my backpack?
Gabi and Sofia’s Super Buggy

Afternoon Explorer Jobs

☐ Unpack backpacks

☐ Unpack lunch boxes

☐ Do homework

☐ Put on Uniform
  (on days with Gymnastics or Tae Kwan Do class)

☐ Get Tae Kwan Do bag
  (on days with Tae Kwan Do class)
Put dirty clothes in hamper
Take a bath
Put on pajamas
Brush teeth
Take medicine
Clean up room
Pick out a book
SILKY QUIET

Super Buggy
Night-time Explorer Jobs

- Put dirty clothes in hamper
- Take a bath
- Put on pajamas
- Brush teeth
- Clean up room
- Pick out a book